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Abstract

The ultimate sensitivity of filter-analyzer-type neutron spectrometers, which are invaluable for measuring the vibrational spectra of

materials, is typically limited by spurious background scattering features ubiquitous in all measured spectra. These undesirable features

arise from neutrons that are elastically scattered by the sample and then are inelastically scattered by phonon excitations in the beryllium

filter material. Such features can be significantly reduced by adding an auxiliary polycrystalline bismuth filter in front of the main filter

analyzer. An optimal Bi filter requires a high-purity, low-hydrogen-content material with a sufficiently small crystallite grain size

distribution to ensure a sharp Bragg cutoff in the energy dependence of the neutron total cross-section. We were able to produce such a

material by the room-temperature compression of dense, high-purity, finely polycrystalline, Bi needles (with an average crystallite grain

size of E230mm) synthesized by the rapid water-quenching of melted Bi dripped into a spinning centrifuge. This material resulted in an

improved filter performance compared to that using more coarsely polycrystalline Bi synthesized via melt-casting.

Published by Elsevier B.V.

PACS: 29.30.Hs; 29.30.�h; 25.40.Fq; 25.40.Dn; 81.05.�t; 81.20.Ev
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1. Introduction

Filter-analyzer-type neutron spectrometers have been
invaluable for characterizing the vibrational density of
states (VDOS) of materials for almost a half-century [1–3].
It was recently shown [4] that the spurious background
features between 50 and 85meV (as well as broader and
weaker scattering bands above 85meV) in vibrational
spectra measured by these neutron spectrometers were due
to phonon excitations of the beryllium filter by neutrons
elastically scattered from the sample. It was determined
e front matter Published by Elsevier B.V.
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that these features could be significantly reduced by an
auxiliary polycrystalline Bi filter placed in front of the
main filter. Such a filter could also reduce the thermal- and
fast-neutron backgrounds from the sample while only
causing a minor attenuation in sample scattering intensity.
The original test measurements were performed using a
prototype Bi filter with a coarsely polycrystalline morpho-
logy (i.e., possessing single-crystal domains with average
dimensions of the order of 5–10mm), typical of the melt-
casting process employed. Although a 15 cm thick filter at
100K was found to be adequate for removing the majority
(98%) of spurious background scattering above 50meV
with only a minor (20%) attenuation of the desirable
inelastically scattered neutrons below 1.9meV, it was clear
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that a Bi filter with optimized transmission properties
should possess a more finely polycrystalline morphology.
Yet, the synthesis of such a fine-grained material is
nontrivial since it cannot be attained through melt-casting.
Rather, it requires more advanced powder-metallurgy
techniques. In this paper, we describe our successful search
to find the material and procedure necessary to produce
such an optimized filter and compare its performance to
that of a more coarsely polycrystalline filter synthesized via
melt-casting [4].

2. Experimental details

All Bi materials employed came from Belmont Metals or
MCP Metal Specialties [5] and had a nominal metals purity
of 99.99 at%. Melt-casting and cold-pressing of Bi materi-
als was accomplished with the aid of mild steel molds and
dies. Cold-pressing of Bi materials was performed at room
temperature using a laboratory-scale, uniaxial hydraulic
press for small (3.2 cm diameter) test specimens and an
isostatic press at 45 kpsi (0.3GPa) for larger test specimens.
The final Bi morphologies were characterized by normal
metallography and basic image analysis using a light
microscope.

All neutron measurements were performed at the NIST
Center for Neutron Research (NCNR). Hydrogen content
of the different Bi starting materials was determined using
the neutron prompt-gamma activation analysis (PGAA)
MC
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B

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the filter-analyzer neutron spectrometer (FA

neutron beam (B), monochromator (M), monitor counter (MC), sample (S), Be

detectors (D), as described in Ref. [4] and in the text. The location of the add

The white region in front of the first Be filter layer is intended to house the fu
instrument [6]. Bismuth transmission measurements were
done on the disk-chopper time-of-flight spectrometer
(DCS) [7,8] using a pulsed white beam of cold neutrons
with 56 ms full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) pulse
widths, a 10mm diameter beam cross-section (as defined
by a Cd mask), and 30ms between pulses. The distances
from pulse origin and sample position to neutron monitor
were E2.0 and 0.5m, respectively. The active cross-section
of the neutron monitor was 30mm wide by 100mm high.
Room-temperature neutron powder diffraction (NPD)
patterns for Bi were measured on the BT-1 high-resolution
neutron powder diffractometer [9] using 1.5401 Å neutrons
from the Cu(3 1 1) monochromator with horizontal diver-
gences of 150, 200, and 70 of arc for the in-pile, monochro-
matic-beam, and diffracted-beam collimators, respectively.
Bismuth-filter test measurements were made using the

filter-analyzer neutron spectrometer (FANS), shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1. A collimated beam of monoenergetic
neutrons is extracted from a white beam using a crystalline
monochromator (either Cu(2 2 0) or pyrolytic graphite
PG(0 0 2)) and directed onto the sample. Some of these
neutrons lose energy by exciting vibrational modes in the
sample. Before reaching the detectors, these inelastically
scattered neutrons must first pass through a low-energy
bandpass filter, made up of a 15.2 cm thick polycrystalline
graphite layer sandwiched between two polycrystalline
beryllium layers (15.2 cm thick in front and 10.2 cm thick in
back). The beryllium layers act as better filters than
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Fig. 2. The ratio of pressed sample density r to theoretical Bi density

rtheor vs. applied pressure at room temperature for different Bi starting

materials.

Fig. 3. Grain size micrographs of the different cold-pressed Bi specimens

heat-treated in vacuum for various amounts of time. Heat treatments were

performed at 523K, 96% of the Bi melting temperature.
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graphite alone for removing the majority of neutrons with
energies above 5meV. The sandwich geometry was chosen
since it was empirically shown to reduce more effectively
the fast-neutron background, thus leading to an improved
signal-to-noise ratio [10]. All the filters are composed of
either 51 or 101 wide wedge-shaped sections separated by
1mm thick 10B–Al alloy absorbing material to capture the
unwanted neutrons. Moreover, between the graphite
and rear beryllium layers, radial and vertical collimators
(with collimations of 51 and 101, respectively) are used to
capture any neutrons not traveling on a line joining the
sample with a detector. The composite filter is routinely
maintained at a temperature below E90K with liquid
nitrogen to minimize intensity losses from phonon scatter-
ing in the filter materials. It ideally removes all neutrons
with final energies above the 1.8meV Bragg cutoff energy
of graphite and results in an average final energy of
E1.2meV. The composite filter contribution to the total
instrumental energy resolution is E1.1meV FWHM [11].
Scanning the incident energy yields a scattering spectrum
that directly reflects the VDOS of the sample under study,
weighted by the neutron cross-sections for the elements in
the sample [12].

3. Results and discussion

It was evident from our previous investigation [4] that it
was impossible to produce a Bi filter with optimal trans-
mission properties via melt-casting due to the propensity to
form unsatisfactorily large crystallites. Therefore, we
investigated the powder-metallurgy technique of cold-
pressing as a means to obtain a more finely polycrystalline
morphology. Four different types of Bi starting materials
were investigated: 200, 100, and 8mesh powders, and rice-
size needles synthesized by rapid water-quenching of
melted Bi dripped into a spinning centrifuge. Such rapid
water-quenching of the latter material inhibited large grain
growth. Each material possessed a finer average crystallite
grain size than slowly melt-cast Bi. Each material was cold-
pressed to X95% theoretical density. Fig. 2 indicates the
percentage of theoretical Bi density for each cold-pressed
material as a function of the pressure applied. The cold-
pressed needles were unique in that they were able to attain
close to 100% of the theoretical density under reasonable
pressures. Subsequent grain size and porosity analysis by
light microscopy involved sample preparation by polishing
with up to 1200 grit paper followed by etching in a 1:4
nitric acid/ethanol mixture [13]. Fig. 3 displays the
resulting micrographs. A planimetric method was used to
determine the average grain size in each case. The 200, 100,
and 8mesh, and needles had average grain sizes of 25, 40,
275, and 230 mm, respectively.

There was concern that the presence of any significant
porosity might degrade the transmission properties of a
cold-pressed filter by increasing the deleterious effects of
small-angle neutron scattering from numerous intergranu-
lar pore regions. Hence, to see if sintering could reduce
latent porosities without significant increases in crystallite
grain size, the cold-pressed specimens were subjected to
vacuum annealment at 523K (96% of the Bi melting
point). Resulting micrographs are also displayed in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 plots the average grain size as a function of
annealing time. It is evident that, as the time period
increases, grain sizes increase significantly for the needle
specimen compared to the 200, 100, and 8mesh powder
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Fig. 4. The effect of the 523K heat-treatment time on average grain size

for cold-pressed Bi specimens made from different starting materials.
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Fig. 5. The neutron energy dependence of the total cross-section at 295K

for cold-pressed Bi synthesized from 200mesh powder and needles,
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specimens. This appears to be associated with the lack of
intergranular impurities such as oxygen and hydrogen
within each needle in contrast to the presence of such
impurities on the abundant surfaces of the different mesh
powder particles. Such impurities can act as barriers
to sintering.

The neutron energy dependence of the total cross-section
per atom for each of these Bi specimens was determined
from transmission measurements performed on DCS. The
transmission, T, for the Bi filter is defined as:

T ¼
I

I0
¼ expð�sntÞ (1)

where I0 and I are the incident and transmitted neutron
intensities, respectively, s is the total neutron cross-section
per atom, n is the atom density, and t is the filter thickness.
From this relationship, we can calculate s from

s ¼
� lnðTÞ

nt
. (2)

The resulting total cross-section curves for cold-pressed
200mesh powders and needles as well as for melt-cast
Bi are plotted in Fig. 5. The corresponding curves for cold-
pressed 100 and 8mesh powders are not included for the
sake of clarity. In comparison to the melt-cast Bi with its
centimeter-sized crystallite domains, all the cold-pressed Bi
specimens are found to possess a sharper Bragg cutoff in
the total cross-section near 1.9meV, the result of much
smaller average crystallite grain sizes. The cross-section
variations among the different cold-pressed specimens is
mainly a result of differences in the residual nonmetallic
impurity levels, in particular, hydrogen, which has a much
larger total cross-section per atom. It is clear that the
enhanced total cross-section, especially below 1.9meV,
for the cold-pressed 200mesh specimen is a reflection of
measurable amounts of incorporated hydrogen. This is due
to the nature of the starting material, which is composed of
porous, high surface area, air-exposed particles. The
interaction of surface oxidation and humidity results in
particle surfaces decorated with adsorbed hydroxyl groups
and water that remain upon cold-pressing. The highest
hydrogen content found by PGAA was E0.5mol% for the
200mesh specimen, which had the highest initial surface
area. The cold-pressed 100 and 8mesh specimens had
decreasingly lower yet significant hydrogen contents,
resulting in total cross-section curves between those of
the cold-pressed 200mesh and needle specimens.
In contrast, the cold-pressed needles have very little

associated hydrogen, E0.06mol%, because of the much
smaller surface areas involved. The combination of extre-
mely low hydrogen content and fine-grained morphology
in this case proved to be sufficient for generating an
optimal cross-section curve, similar to that in Ref. [14].
This was consistent with the Bi NPD pattern from cold-
pressed needles at 295K. The model refinement was in
good agreement with a single phase with the reported R3̄m-
symmetric Bi structure [15]. Relative peak intensities
reflected a complete powder averaging (i.e., no preferred
orientation effects) due to the sufficiently large number of
randomly oriented crystallite grains in the beam. In
contrast, the melt-cast Bi NPD pattern at 295K [4]
possessed relative peak intensities reflective of a significant
preferred orientation, which is consistent with the less-
defined Bragg cutoff for the total cross-section curve.
Nonetheless, the hydrogen content of melt-cast Bi is found
to be very low, similar to that of the cold-pressed needles. It
should be noted that the melt-cast Bi used in this study was
synthesized from different starting material than that used
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in Ref. [4]. The total neutron scattering cross-section curve
below 1.9meV for the melt-cast specimen in the current
study (Fig. 5) is somewhat improved compared to the
analogous specimen in Ref. [4], the former displaying a
cross-section curve E0.1 b lower than the latter and in
good agreement with the curve for the cold-pressed
needles. This suggests that the overall purity of the former
melt-cast specimen was somewhat lower than expected.
Hence, the current melt-cast material should result in
slightly higher filter transmissions compared to that
reported in the previous study [4], as was found to be
the case.

Since the total cross-section curves indicated that the
rapidly water-quenched Bi needles were the cold-pressed
material of choice, we investigated the effect of room-
temperature chemical etching of the needles before cold-
pressing to see if we could decrease filter brittleness and/or
improve machinability. The Bi needles typically displayed a
heterogeneous gray color, reflective of a trace amount of
surface oxidation. It was postulated that decreasing or
eliminating this trace oxide layer would improve the inter-
needle adhesion and improve the structural robustness of
the cold-pressed composite. A test batch of needles was
etched in a 1:1 hydrochloric acid/water mixture [13] for
10min followed by multiple rinses in water. This process
was repeated once more followed by room temperature
vacuum drying. The resulting needles were a more vibrant
silver color. Yet, a subsequent cold-pressed specimen
seemed to possess the same brittleness and machinability
as the specimen made from the unetched needles. More-
over, the total cross-section curves were found to be
identical, indicating that the etching process is, for all
practical purposes, unnecessary.
Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of a 20 h vacuum annealing at

523K on the total cross-section at 295K for cold-pressed
Bi needles. It is evident that vacuum annealing is
detrimental to the transmission properties. The porosity
of cold-pressed needles is already negligible and the main
effect of annealing is to increase significantly the average
crystallite grain size, thus degrading the sharpness and size
of the Bragg cutoff.
The temperature dependence of the total cross-section

curve for cold-pressed Bi needles is also illustrated in Fig. 6
along with the neutron absorption cross-section for Bi. The
total cross-section is sensitive to temperature only below
the Bragg cutoff, since in this region, its magnitude is
dominated by neutron scattering from thermally excited Bi
phonons and neutron absorption by Bi. As the temperature
is decreased, the population of these phonons decreases,
and the total cross-section approaches the absorption
cross-section. Since the phonon cutoff energy for Bi is
relatively low (13.2meVE153K) [4,16,17], the data show
that the filter transmission below 1.9meV can be improved
significantly by cooling the filter to as low a temperature as
practical below 100K. Previous data [4,14] indicate that the
Bi total cross-section below 1.9meV is independent of
morphology. For a 15 cm thick filter, the temperature
dependence displayed in Fig. 6 suggests that one can
increase the transmission of ‘‘desirable’’ neutrons from
nearly 70% at room temperature to E80% at 100K and
E85% at 20K.
Two 15 cm thick test filters, one cold-pressed from

needles and one melt-cast, were synthesized for FANS
measurements. As in our previous investigation [4], each
test filter had a 70� 70mm cross-section and was
positioned inside a 70� 70mm square-cross-section Cd
tube (with 0.6mm wall thickness) that was also 15 cm in
length (see Fig. 1). The cold-pressed filter was composed of
several stacked individual sections while the melt-cast
filter was comprised of one piece. The Cd tube acted

as an absorber of thermal neutrons scattered by the filter
and provided an orifice of constant solid angle for
detection of neutrons scattered by the sample. The FANS
measurements were performed with both filters at room
temperature.
Fig. 7 displays FANS vibrational spectra for the

85.5meV deuterium optical phonon in NbD0.6 at 295K
[18] comparing the results with and without the two Bi test
filters above. Fig. 8 displays a similar comparison for
polycrystalline V acoustic phonons at 295K. As discussed
in Ref. [4], the addition of the Bi filters removes the Be
phonon features above 50meV, replacing them with a
spurious Bi phonon feature at 12meV (as evident in Fig. 8).
The integrated intensities of the measured phonon features
using the cold-pressed and melt-cast filters are E67% and
73%, respectively, of the measured intensities without the
filters, thus reinforcing the contention that cooling the Bi
filters below 100K would be beneficial for improving signal
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intensity. As mentioned earlier, the transmission using
the melt-cast filter is somewhat higher than observed in
Ref. [4], in agreement with the improved total cross-section
curve in Fig. 5.
Looking back at Fig. 5, it is clear that the main
difference in the total cross-section curves for the
two filters is in the region just above the Bragg cutoff
energy. It was expected that the sharper cutoff and the
relatively larger total cross-section values between 1.9
and E10meV for the cold-pressed filter compared to the
melt-cast filter would result in a somewhat enhanced
reduction in the leakage of undesirable scattered neutrons
in this energy region and a slightly improved instrumental
resolution. Figs. 7 and 8 indicate that the difference in
this leakage between the two filters is of the order of 8%
of the integrated phonon signal. This seems at first
glance to be an undesirable loss in measured phonon
signal for the cold-pressed filter. Yet, as explicitly pointed
out for the difference spectrum in Fig. 7, it is clear that
the centroid of the extra leakage intensity using the
melt-cast filter is indeed shifted E1.5meV higher in
energy than the main phonon signal, indicating that it is
comprised totally of undesirable neutrons with final
energies above the 1.9meV Bragg cutoff energy. Since the
two existing beryllium filter layers are thick enough to
remove the majority of undesirable scattered neutrons
above 5meV, one would expect the observed leakage
intensity using the melt-cast filter to originate from
neutrons with final energies distributed between 1.9 and
5meV, with a more significant fraction having final
energies closer to the 1.9meV edge. Hence, the 1.5meV
upward shift observed for the leakage intensity (which
translates into an average final energy for these neutrons of
1.2+1.5 ¼ 2.7meV) seems reasonable. Having said this,
the surprising effectiveness of the melt-cast filter despite its
less-than-optimal filtering properties in this energy region
indicates that the existing polycrystalline graphite layer, in
addition to the beryllium filter layers’ performance, already
removes the majority of undesirable scattered neutrons
between 1.9 and 5meV before they can reach the detectors.
Nonetheless, the somewhat better filtering properties of the
cold-pressed filter compared to the melt-cast filter as well as
to no Bi filter indeed translate into a minor improvement in
the measured instrumental resolution for the NbD0.6

phonon peak near 86meV in Fig. 7 (i.e., 4.1370.06meV
FWHM for the cold-pressed filter compared to 4.337
0.06meV FWHM for the melt-cast filter and 4.387
0.06meV FWHM for no Bi filter). Since the 8% leakage
intensity associated with the melt-cast filter is up-
shifted from the true phonon position by 1.5meV, the
improvement in resolution and peakshape for the cold-
pressed filter should be somewhat more dramatic for
measurements with sharper phonon peaks at lower energies
where the instrumental resolution can approach 1meV
FWHM.
Fig. 9 illustrates the fast-neutron background for both

the V sample and no sample, with and without the two Bi
test filters, indicating that the addition of either filter leads
to an identical reduction in the fast neutron background
from the sample. Comparing the backgrounds with and
without V, it is clear that both Bi filters remove more than
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half of the fast neutrons originating from the sample, as
observed previously [4].

4. Conclusions

An optimized polycrystalline Bi filter for filter-analyzer-
type neutron spectrometers can be manufactured by cold-
pressing finely polycrystalline Bi needles synthesized by
rapid water-quenching of melted Bi dripped into a spinning
centrifuge. Such a filter possesses a total cross-section curve
with a markedly sharper and larger Bragg cutoff at 1.9meV
compared with that of a melt-cast filter. The performance
of a cold-pressed filter for neutron vibrational spectroscopy
is found to be better than that of a melt-cast filter. Yet, the
improvement is minor since the existing polycrystalline
graphite and beryllium filter layers already remove the
majority of undesirable scattered neutrons above 1.9meV.
In fact, a first-generation, room-temperature, 15 cm thick,
melt-cast Bi-filter array recently installed on FANS is now
routinely being used to preclude any spurious Be-phonon
signal from contaminating the spectroscopic measure-
ments. Nonetheless, to attain optimum performance, we
are currently in the process of synthesizing a new cold-
pressed Bi-filter array. The manufacture of individual
wedges is accomplished by room-temperature isostatic
compression of Bi needles in an appropriately shaped mild
steel die and requires a rather large isostatic press. The
process is shown schematically in Fig. 10.

Temperature-dependent transmission measurements
have confirmed that cooling a Bi filter below 100K, no
matter what the morphology, leads to a more dramatic
improvement by significantly increasing the transmission of
‘‘desirable’’ neutrons. Hence, our next-generation, cold-
pressed, Bi-filter array will also be cryocooled.
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